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Summary
Comparative economic evaluations are concerned with the
relative efficiency of alternative uses for scarce resources.
Cost-benefit analysis (CBA) is grounded in economic welfare
theory and attempts to identify alternatives with a net social benefit, measuring the created value in terms of individual willingness to pay (WTP). In applied health economics,
cost-effectiveness evaluation (CEA) is more widely used than
CBA, adopting a modified efficiency criterion, minimization of
incremental costs per quality-adjusted life year (QALY) gained
(‘‘cost-utility analysis,’’ CUA).
CBA has been greeted with skepticism in the health policy field,
primarily owing to resistance to a monetary measure of benefit and owing to concerns that WTP may be unduly influenced by ability to pay. The move to CUA, however, has not

been without problems. The framework deviates from economic theory in important aspects and rests on a set of highly
restrictive assumptions, some of which must be considered as
empirically falsified. Results of CUAs do not seem to be aligned with well-documented social preferences and the needs
of healthcare policy makers acting on behalf of society. By implication, there is reason to assume that a context-independent
value of a QALY does not exist, with potentially fatal consequences for any attempt to interpret CUAs in a normative way.
Policy makers seem well advised to retain a pragmatic attitude
towards the results of CUAs, while health economists should
pay more attention to the further development of promising alternative evaluation paradigms as opposed to the application
of algorithms grounded in poor theory.
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Efﬁzienzmaße im Gesundheitswesen
Zusammenfassung
Vergleichende ökonomische Evaluationen gelten dem effizienten Einsatz knapper Ressourcen. Kosten-Nutzen-Bewertungen
(KNBs) im engeren Sinn beruhen auf der wohlfahrtsökonomischen Theorie und nehmen die individuelle Zahlungsbereitschaft als Maß des Nutzens. In der angewandten Gesundheitsökonomie wird demgegenüber die Methode der
Kosten-Effektivitäts-Analyse (CEA) häufiger eingesetzt. Das Effizienzkriterium in der Spielart von „Kosten-Nutzwert-Analysen‘‘
(CUAs) ist dann die Minimierung der inkrementalen Kosten
je (zusätzlich) produziertem Qualitäts-adjustierten Lebensjahr
(QALY).
KNBs wurden im Gesundheitssektor mit Skepsis aufgenommen,
primär wegen der Monetarisierung von Nutzen, aber auch wegen der befürchteten Abhängigkeit der Zahlungsbereitschaft
von der Zahlungsfähigkeit. Ihr weitgehender Ersatz durch CUAs
wirft zahlreiche Probleme auf. CUAs entsprechen in wesentli-

chen Punkten nicht der ökonomischen Theorie und beruhen auf
äußerst restriktiven Annahmen, die teilweise als empirisch falsifiziert gelten müssen. Die Ergebnisse von CUAs stehen nicht im
Einklang mit gut dokumentierten gesellschaftlichen Präferenzen. Als Folge muss davon ausgegangen werden, dass es eine
kontextunabhängige Zahlungsbereitschaft für ein QALY nicht
gibt, mit potenziell verheerenden Folgen für jeden Versuch einer
normativen Interpretation der Ergebnisse von CUAs. Gesundheitspolitische Entscheidungsträger sollten deshalb eine pragmatische Einstellung gegenüber CUAs bewahren. Wirtschaftswissenschaftler sollten der Entwicklung viel versprechender alternativer Paradigmen für gesundheitsökonomische Evaluationen mehr Aufmerksamkeit widmen als der Anwendung von Algorithmen, die einer hinreichenden theoretischen Fundierung
entbehren.

Schlüsselwörter: Effizienz, Kosten-Nutzen-Analyse, Kosten-Effektivitäts-Analyse, Kosten-Nutzwert-Analyse, Zahlungsbereitschaft,
Qualitäts-adjustiertes Lebensjahr (QALY)
(Wie vom Gastherausgeber eingereicht)

Economic evaluation of health
care programs can take different
forms. One group of analyses is
purely descriptive in nature, such
as burden of disease, cost of illness, and health care utilization
studies. Such studies can adopt
a variety of perspectives and may
offer useful insights. However,
they do not provide helpful information to health care policy
makers seeking to increase the
efficiency of health care delivery.
This objective can be met only
by comparative evaluation falling into the branch of normative
health economics.
Then, economic evaluations are
a tool for systematically weighing the benefits of a technology
(which may be use of a product, of
a procedure, or else) against the
costs incurred by its adoption. As
such, they attempt to assess the
social desirability of one program
compared to some alternative.
Given scarcity of resources available (which does not require a
fixed budget constraint), not
everything is affordable that
might produce at least some marginal benefit, and choices need to
be made. In Ezra Mishan’s (1969,
p. 13) [1] words, ‘‘Theoretical wel-

fare economics is . . . that branch
of study which endeavors to formulate propositions by which
we may rank, on the scale better or worse, alternative economic situations open to society.’’
Evidently, the terms ‘‘better’’ and
‘‘worse’’ are explicitly normative
ones.

Cost beneﬁt analysis
From the welfare economic perspective, cost beneﬁt analysis
(CBA) represents the standard
procedure to achieve this objective. A majority of economists indeed seem to regard the results
of CBAs as normative statements
about what ought to be done
[2-8], while a minority emphasize
the importance of (‘‘other’’) ethical aspects in economics [9,10].
Although having been subject of
passionate controversy [11], CBA
has been widely adopted in areas
such as transportation, occupational risk and environmental protection. It is used to determine whether the amount of the benefits of
a public program i, Bi , ‘to whomsoever they accrue’, exceed their
estimated costs, Ci [6,8]. Accordingly the decision rule of CBA
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simply requires a positive net social benefit (NSB) of program i in
order to recommend its adoption:
Bi > Ci

(1.1)

or for that matter
Bi /Ci > 1,

(1.2a)

or
Bi /Ci > 1,

(1.2b)

taking the principle of marginal
evaluation into account, which
is precisely the definition of efficiency;
NSBi = Bi − Ci

(1.3)

NSBi > 0,

(1.4)

or
NSBi =

n

Bi (t) − Ci (t)
t=1

(1 + r)t−1

(1.5)

(when discounting with a rate r of
future costs and benefits is included, in order to compare present
values). This concept mirrors the
process of net present value (NPV)
calculation for private sector investment decisions. If a constraint
(for example, a fixed budget) is
added, then in the efficiency criterion (1.2) unity is replaced by
a threshold reflecting the oppor-
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tunity cost of the constrained resource.
CBA not only requires the benefits to be expressed in monetary terms, but also to measure
costs incurred from a societal perspective, which corresponds to
their interpretation as opportunity
costs. Under the scarcity condition, opportunity costs are defined as the value that might have
been created with the best alternative use of the resources committed to program i. As indicated,
this approach is firmly grounded
in economic welfare theory, with
benefits being valued from the
perspective of the individuals concerned, and their maximum willingness to pay (WTP) expressing
their strength of preference for
the program (including, but not
necessarily restricted to, its outcomes), i.e., reflecting their expected utility gains [12].
Importantly, then social welfare W
is assumed to be captured adequately by some aggregate of individual utility U, with U1 , U2 , . . .
Um representing continuous individual utility functions, i.e., utility as assessed by the individuals themselves (who are considered the best judges of their own
welfare),
W = W (U 1 , U 2 , . . . , U m ),
(1.6)
which is equivalent to assuming
that social welfare depends only
on the welfare of the individuals.
Equation (1.6.) is a so called
Bergson-Samuelson welfare function. In principle, this social welfare function (SWF) may take different forms depending on the
degree of inequality aversion prevalent in society. Importantly, it
does by no means stipulate a simple additive aggregation of individual utility, which – as a special
case – would be represented by
the act utilitarian SWF,
W=

m

j=1
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Uj

(1.7)

In economics there has been some
controversy, and possibly confusion, over utility measurability. At
least in part, as Ng (2004, p. 15
[7]) noted, ‘‘this is due to the ambiguous use of the term utility
both as a measure of subjective
satisfaction and as an indicator of
objective choice or preference.’’
Originally, the utilitarian philosophers assumed that people ought
to desire such things that will maximize their utility, with utility defined as the tendency to increase or decrease happiness, i.e., to
bring either pleasure (positive utility) or pain (negative utility). Jeremy Bentham (1748-1832) and
his classical followers hoped for
the development of techniques
that would enable direct measurement of utility [13]. Francis
Edgeworth (1845-1926) for example proposed a ‘‘hedonimeter’’
[14]. In the meantime, however,
they believed that the best approximation they had at hand was actual behavior in the marketplace.
Actual choices made by people
were believed to reflect the quantity of utility derived from these
choices. In line with this approach,
rational choice theory prescribes
the most effective ways to achieve
utility given desires [15]. Rational
choice does require consistency
of desires, but the theory does
not put any further constraints
on what people (should) want. It
does not offer answers to questions like: is it rational for obese persons to overeat; for young people to undersave; for car drivers
not to use seatbelts; and so on.
Obviously preference-based utility may differ from welfare due
to ignorance and imperfect foresight, i.e., there may be profound
differences between ex ante expectations (or fears) and ex post
welfare.
Furthermore, preferences of individuals may be influenced not
only by concerns for their own
well-being but also by their consideration of the welfare of others.
There are compelling examples

for ‘‘altruistic’’ behavior that don’t
lend themselves to reconstruction
as a utility gain because of feeling better due to doing something good. Citizens may vote for
a political party because they believe their country will be better off with that party in government, even though they know
they won’t be better off as individuals; parents are frequently prepared to sacrifice their own happiness for the welfare of the children; and so on. In fact, (at least
outside the conventional welfare
economic framework) it is widely
accepted practice to use welfare
instead of actual preferences (behavior) for normative purposes,
for example by necessitating compulsory and sometimes heavily
subsidized private pension plans
to counter the irrationality of insufficient savings for old age.
Using the concept of marginal
analysis, the additional pleasure
(or pain) derived from one additional unit of a good was all
that was needed for economic
analysis [16]. As Hermann Gossen (1810-1858) put it, ‘‘Man maximizes his total life pleasure if
he distributes his entire money
income [. . .] among his various
enjoyments [. . .] so that the last
atom of money spent on each
single pleasure yields the same
amount of pleasure’’ (cited in [17],
p. 244):
MU1
MU2
=
p1
p2
= ...

MUi
for all goods i,
pi
(1.8)

where MUi is the marginal utility
of good i, and pi is its price.
The concept of marginal (instead
of absolute) utility, while still in
keeping with the idea of cardinal
measurability, was eroded by the
analytical problem of utility dependence, i.e., the fact that utilities of different goods are not independent from each other: the
marginal utility from a gallon of
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petrol, for instance, will depend
on the type of vehicle owned. Edgeworth proposed that the utility
of a bundle of goods x1 , x2 , . . .,
xn should be conceptualized as a
multidimensional construct,
U = U(x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ),

(1.9)

with each good representing one
dimension,
and that bundles having the
same [‘‘multiattribute’’] utility value could be linked by an indifference curve. From there it
was a quick leap to the ordinal
revolution, with Vilfredo Pareto
(1848-1923) rejecting the idea
that utility needed to be quantified. Mapping preferences on
Edgeworth’s indifference curves
was sufficient to enable economic
analysis, which simply required
pairwise comparisons between
different bundles. It is also possible to conclude that a bundle of
goods, because it was chosen by a
consumer, must represent a point
on the highest indifference curve.
This leads directly to the concept
of ‘‘revealed preferences’’ [18].
Of note, ordinal utility (restricted
to a ranking of states) no longer
has a relationship with any absolute degrees of happiness, and
numbers assigned to states cannot be combined across people.
As a consequence, hypothetical
compensation tests are required
if one state does not represent
an absolute Pareto improvement
over another, i.e., whether the
gains of winners are great enough
that they might effectively compensate losers. It is immediately
evident that in major parts of clinical medicine, particularly those
that should be an essential part
of a basic ‘‘health benefit basket’’
covered by a collectively financed
health scheme [19], compensation of losers for health care foregone seems a rather theoretical
proposition [20-22].
An important practical advantage
of adopting equation (1.7) instead
of (1.6) is that social welfare is not
incomparable if some Wi (=Ui !)

increase and some decrease. The
technical difficulty, of course, is
the need to find a common unit
of utility that can be measured
cardinally; in other words, to allow summing up, the utility functions must be ‘‘unit comparable’’ [23]. Solving this technical issue satisfactorily would still leave
policy-makers with the ethical implications of interpersonal prioritization of services on grounds of
the efficiency criterion (1.2).
As indicated above, Bentham and
his early followers had been primarily concerned with the maximization of welfare and reverted to its approximation, however rough, by utility defined as
strength of preference (which in
turn was equated with [maximum] individual willingness to
pay [12]). Over the past two decades, a new empirical approach
to utilitarianism has emerged. This
has been driven by Daniel Kahneman’s [24] project to explore experienced (ex post) utility as opposed to decision (expected, ex ante)
utility, even though Kahneman attempted to distance himself from
‘‘Bentham’s view of pleasure and
pain as sovereign masters of human action’’ (Kahneman et al.,
1997, p. 377 [24]). Here the interested reader can only be referred to Kahneman’s thoughtful analysis of the underlying reasons why (ex ante) decision utility systematically differs from (ex
post) experienced utility. Kahneman and colleagues [24] concluded, ‘‘Admitting experienced utility as a measure of outcomes
turns utility maximization into an
empirical [note added by MS: i.e.,
falsifiable] proposition, which will
probably be found to provide a
good approximation to truth in
many situations and to fail severely in others. The scientific merit of economic analyses that assume utility maximization will vary
accordingly’’ (ibid., p. 397). Note
that socitey may not, of course,
wish to maximize happiness. We
may for example give resources
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to a badly injured soldier even
though they will never be capable
of true happiness again.
Nevertheless, the willingnessto-pay approach represents a
powerful concept that is flexible to accommodate any dimension of benefit deemed relevant.
It can for example incorporate
process-related utility, instead
of consequences only. Of note,
compassionate externalities (such
as benefits people obtain from
caring) can also be incorporated into the framework. (Then
at least two issues arise, (a) the
revealed preference definition
of utility reduces to a tautology,
since after all, by definition, any
observed actions reflect utility;
and (b), should that possibly imply that if others obtain utility if
a given patient lives, that patient should live – and vice versa?)
In practice, the latter approach
has not been operationalized in
health economics [25]. As measurements of the (‘‘selfish’’) benefit of such externalities have
never been done, this theoretical argument may well appear as
a defense to rationalize the purely individual focus of existing
practice.

Cost effectiveness
analysis
In any event, health care policy makers have not enthusiastically welcomed CBA of clinical interventions. Apart from sensibilities against the monetary measurement of health benefits per
se, there have been widespread
concerns that the individual WTP
measure may ‘‘inherently favor
the wealthy over the poor’’ [26].
i.e., that it may be contaminated by differences in ability to pay
and therefore lead to recommendations skewed in favor of the
rich. The consequences for a collectively financed health scheme
would indeed seem paradox, as
they implied that – with benefits
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defined by WTP and thus in part
determined by income – members
of the health scheme would have
to support the wealthy more than
the poor. The most obvious response is to adjust WTP to take
account of the distribution of income [27], but this leads to a metric that is difficult to interpret and
neither in line with welfare theory
nor with the ‘‘extrawelfarist’’ framework, which has one of its
roots in the rejection of individual willingness-to-pay [28-30]. A
key feature of applied extrawelfarism (cost utility analysis) is the
exclusive focus on health-related
outcomes and, corresponding to
its ‘‘decision-making perspective’’
[31] and despite intense scholarly debate in this respect (cf.
Table 2) [26,32-36], costs from the
perspective of the health scheme
in question (‘‘payers perspective’’)
[33-35]. It has been claimed [30]
that the extrawelfarist approach
can be traced back to Amartya
Sen’s theory of capabilities and
functionings [36-39], a proposition that will have to be discussed
briefly (see ‘‘Some limitations and
critique,’’ below) [36-40].
The resulting move to cost effectiveness analysis (CEA) can be
stylized by separating the effects
of an intervention from their valuation (pricing) [6]:
Bi = Pi x Ei

(2.1)

with (1.1) resulting in
P1 · E1 > C1

(2.2)

P1 · E1
>1
C1

(2.3)

It appears noteworthy that, with
this departure from CBA, a number of restrictive assumptions are
introduced simultaneously, including an explicit exclusive analytic
focus on some set of defined consequences (health-related outcomes, ‘‘effects’’ E) and a change
of perspective, since a hypothetical health care decision maker
is thought of wishing to maximize either specific health outco-
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mes (the ‘‘effects’’ of CEA) or total aggregate health gains for the
community (in cost utility analysis,
see below) under a given budget
constraint.
This approach leads to a ranking
of interventions according to:
P1 · E1
P2 · E2
>
C1
C2

(2.4)

The monetary value, or ‘‘price’’,
Pi , attached to an effect, Ei , is
often interpreted as the (marginal) willingness-to-pay for a(n additional) unit of this effect, and
this WTP can be looked at from
an individual perspective (in this
regard consistent with economic
welfare theory) or, alternatively,
from a policy-maker’s or ‘‘social’’
perspective. Accounting for the
economic principle of comparing
alternatives at the margin, this
can be rewritten for CEAs (having
specified both indication and target population, the incremental
costs and effects of an intervention versus a defined alternative
will be of interest) as:
P1 · E1
P2 · E2
>
C1
C2

(2.5)

If the prices P1 and P2 of the
respective effects E1 and E2 are
considered the same, which of
course is valid only if a common
unit of effect is being compared
(which needs to be measurable
on an interval or ‘‘cardinal’’ scale,
with equal differences along the
scale implicitly being considered
of equal value, irrespective of
where on the scale they occur; cf.
(3.4) and Fig. 4, below), this reduces to
E1
E2
>
(2.6)
C1
C2
which represents the efficiency
criterion of CEA,
or
C2
C1
<
(2.7)
E1
E2
In the CEA model, analyses are
thus confined to a comparison of

the incremental costs and effects
of two (or more, cf. Fig. 5, below)
alternatives. This can be visualized by means of a widely used
diagram, the ‘‘cost effectiveness
plane’’ (Fig. 1) [41].
In CEA, integrated measures can
be used if a bundle of effects is of
interest, instead of a single outcome. This metric may be one out
of the group of health-adjusted
life years (HALYs), which have in
common that they integrate two
dimensions, quality and length of
life, into one measure [42], and it
may be determined by means of
a multiattribute utility (MAU) model. Importantly, in the context of
simple CEA the (individual or social) willingness-to-pay for a HALY
unit will be situation-specific; this
type of analysis is primarily concerned with issues of technical efficiency [43,44].
As different programs produce
different types of outcomes,
health-adjusted life years – in
practice, most commonly the
QALY variant, see below – promised to solve the ‘‘apple and
pies’’ problem and provide for a
tool enabling to determine allocative efficiency across all sorts
of health-related goods and services. This is the objective of
so called ‘‘cost utility analysis’’
[21,26,43,44].

Cost utility analysis
In response to the desire for a
common denominator E (i.e. an
effect measure that is both universally applicable and comprehensively capturing all effects of interest), which according to standard theory should ideally reflect
(under conventional assumptions:
individual) preferences for health
states – i.e., some kind of a value
function that is based on actual
choices – , many analysts using
CEA prefer the quality-adjusted
life year (QALY) as an outcome
metric [26,45]. The QALY combines, by means of multiplication,
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This variant of CEA is sometimes
referred to as cost utility analysis (CUA), and (2.7) can then be
written as follows:
C1
C2
<
(3.1)
QALY1
QALY2
with the algorithm (3.2) below for
computing the number of QALYs:
QALYs =

n


wh × th

(3.2)

h=1

Fig. 1 The cost effectiveness (CE) plane.
A simple graphical representation of the relationship between incremental costs and
effects of an intervention compared to its alternative (usually standard treatment or a
competing program), O. If the intervention of interest is more costly and less effective
than its comparator, O, it will be located in the NW quadrant of the CE plane and be
considered ‘‘inferior’’, whereas in the opposite case it is said to ‘‘dominate’’ its alternative
if it is located in the SE quadrant (i.e., more effective an less costly). In the NE and SW
quadrants the choice will depend on the maximum cost effectiveness ratio (ICER, Fig.
4) the policy maker is willing to accept [41].

Fig. 2 The quality-adjusted life year (QALY) concept.
Length (horizontal axis) and quality (vertical axis) of life determine the number of
quality-adjusted life years (QALYs). The quality (or utility) weights should be based on
actual preferences and measured on a cardinal scale to enable a meaningful computation of sums and differences (cf. Figs. 3 and 4). For example, four life years spent in
a health state with a utility of 0.5, such as blindness according to some studies, give
0.5 x 4 = 2 QALYs, equivalent to 2 years spent in full health. For a sequence of health
states, the area under the curve (AUC) is the number of QALYs corresponding to this
trajectory [26].

length of life with health-related
quality of life in one single
metric.1 Quality of life is repre1 There is a host of practical / methodological considerations that are relevant to HALY
measurements and their results, discussion of
which is beyond the scope of the present paper. Interested readers may wish to consult the

sented by an index, which is assumed to represent the expected
utility of a given health state and
can vary between 1 for ‘‘perfect
health’’ and 0 for ‘‘dead’’ (Fig. 2).
excellent guide by John Brazier et al (2007)
[45].
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where wh = quality weight (utility index), a preference-based
measure reflecting the utility of
health-related quality of life in a
given health state h, and th = time
(expressed as number of years)
spent in that health state. It can be
seen that the underlying assumptions (or, as has been argued from
a theoretical perspective, implications [8,46]) include ‘‘additive separability’’ (i.e., the requirement
that the utility of a given health state is unaffected by states
that precede it or follow it) and a
‘‘constant proportional trade-off’’
(i.e., the proportion of remaining
life that one would trade-off for
a given quality improvement is independent of the amount of remaining life). – Perhaps unsurprisingly, empirical research indicates that both conditions may be
violated [46].
When QALYs are calculated on
the basis of average utility per year
(in fact, any time period could be
used) and discounting of future
effects is factored in, this is equivalent to:
QALYs =

n

t=1 (1

wt
+ r)t−1

(3.3)

with t = year, wt = average health
state utility during year t, and
r = discount rate (cf. Fig. 3).
Rankings of interventions on the
basis of their incremental cost per
QALY gained (3.1), putatively reflecting an increasing social desirability with decreasing incremental cost effectiveness ratios
(ICERs), are often referred to as
cost effectiveness league tables
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cept a new program reduces to:
ICER =
=

Fig. 3 The QALY aggregation algorithm.
Assuming discrete time intervals spent in any given health state, the average utility
weight (reflecting the valuation of health-related quality of life experienced in that state)
can be multiplied with the duration of the interval, expressed in years. Health states in
the distant future will be valued less due to constant rate temporal discounting. Then,
the QALY gain from replacing standard treatment, O, with an alternative, A, can be
calculated by simple additive aggregation of the discounted gains in each interval. The
social health gain from the decision to replace O by A will then be the product of the
(average expected) individual health gain and the number, m, of individuals benefiting
from the introduction of the new program, A [21,26,42,43].

Fig. 4 Incremental cost effectiveness ratios (ICERs).
Results of cost effectiveness analyses (CEAs) and of cost utility analyses (CUAs) are
usually reported as incremental cost effectiveness ratios, ICERs. This is intuitively appealing as efficiency can be interpreted as the ratio of inputs to outputs [48]. As a ratio
of two absolute differences, the ICER possesses weird statistical properties, complicating probabilistic sensitivity analyses (capturing parameter uncertainty) and the computation of ICER confidence intervals. It also does not provide any information about
the size of its numerator and its denominator and, therefore, the budgetary impact of
adopting an intervention [6,26,43,54].

[43]. Note that this interpretation
requires aggregate individual utilities (if QALY weights are determined from an individual perspective, which is most often the
case, for example by applying the
standard gamble or time trade-off
techniques [45]) to map into social
utility [47]. Further, then the validity of such rankings is directly linked to the implicit assumption of
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a constant, context-independent
societal (or, on behalf of society,
decision maker’s) willingness to
pay for a QALY, lambda () [32].
(Alternatively, WTP for a QALY or
 can be interpreted as the shadow price of a QALY in a given
health care system with a budget
constraint [43].) According to the
logic of cost effectiveness, the decision rule of whether or not to ac-

CA − CB
Costs
=
EA − E B
Effects
Costs
<
QALYs

(3.4)

where ICER is the incremental cost
effectiveness ratio, and  represents the slope of the cut-off line
on the cost effectiveness plane
(Figs. 1 and 4).
It will be immediately evident to
most readers that this decision
rule depends upon the validity of
the hypothesis that ‘‘a QALY is
a QALY is a QALY – regardless
of who gains and who loses it’’
[32,48-51], a position that in the
literature sometimes has been labeled ‘‘QALY egalitarianism.’’ This,
of course, is directly linked to the
existence of a (quasi-utilitarian)
additive QALY aggregation function. It has indeed been claimed
that the principal objective of a
collectively financed health care
scheme – in that particular case,
of the National Health Service
(NHS) in the United Kingdom –
‘‘ought to be to maximize the aggregate improvement in the health status of the whole community’’ [52], or to maximize ‘‘social
health gain’’ – i.e., the number of
QALYs produced – given a budget
constraint:
Social Health Gain
= m×

n


wt

t=1 (1

+ r)t−1

(for any given program), (3.5)
which can be written for multiple
programs in different therapeutic
areas:
Social Health Gain
=

k

j=1



mj ×



n


wj,t

t=1 (1

+ r)t−1
(3.6)

with mj = the number of beneficiaries of intervention j.
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Cost minimization
analysis

Some limitations and
critique

Finally, a fourth type of comparative health economic evaluation is cost minimization analysis (CMA). In CMA, consequences other than costs play
no part in the evaluation. Therefore, both effects and prices (valuation) disappear from equation
(2.4), which thus becomes:

Although currently representing
the dominant paradigm for health economic evaluations, the logic of cost effectiveness is not
uncontroversial. Imposing a constant WTP for a QALY marks a
crucial departure from economic
theory. Also the central role of
the ICER has been seriously challenged by economists, not least
for the ratio failing to provide decision makers with any information about the size of its numerator and denominator, and hence
any useful information about the
opportunity cost from the health
scheme’s perspective of adopting
a new health care intervention
[54]. From a policy makers’ perspective, this implies a linearity assumption, with social utility being
strictly proportional to the number of persons benefiting (as is
the case in the standard utilitarian model, cf. equations (1.7) and
(3.6) above).
Next, QALYs cannot be interpreted as an economic measure of

1
1
>
C1
C2

(4.1)

which is equivalent to
C1 < C2

(4.2)

With very few exceptions, assuming (or establishing) the equivalence of outcomes is fraught
with conceptual and empirical
problems [53]. Thus this method
is rarely used in practice, and reports of CMAs should be interpreted with particular caution only
(cf. Table 1).

health-related utility, unless one is
prepared to impose a linear utility function instead of diminishing marginal utility over time.
This is because the QALY represents a simple additive aggregation of utility-adjusted time intervals (cf. Fig. 3), which provides for analytical convenience
at the expense of generalizability. An interesting proposal to
improve how HALYs reflect actual individual preferences was
made by Amiram Gafni and Abraham Mehrez (1989) [55]. Unlike
QALYs, healthy year equivalents
(HYEs) do not impose specific conditions on individual preference
between length of life and quality
of life and can be measured using
the standard gamble technique
[42,56]. HYEs (and subsequent
extensions [57]) have gained little
practical relevance, partly due to
theoretical controversy surrounding their properties, partly due
to more pragmatic concerns regarding measurement difficulties
[42,43,58,59].
The potential impact of the analytical shortcut in the computa-

Table 1. Comparative economic evaluations: a typology.
Type of analysis

Measurement and
valuation of costs

Measurement of
consequences (effects)

Valuation of
consequences (effects)

Theoretical foundation
(standard)

CMA: cost
minimization
analysis
CEA: cost
effectiveness
analysis

Monetary units
(usually from a ‘‘decision
maker’s perspective’’)
Monetary units
(usually from a ‘‘decision
maker’s perspective’’)

None

None

Costing theory

Natural units
Decision analysis and
(e.g., life years gained, operations research; goal:
response rates, etc.)
technical efficiency

CUA: cost utility
analysis

Monetary units
(in theory, often
recommended to be
determined from a
‘‘societal perspective’’; in
practice, often from a
‘‘health care policy
maker’s perspective’’
Monetary units
(from a ‘‘societal
perspective’’, i.e.,
ignoring transfer
payments)

Single effect measure of
interest, common to
alternatives evaluated,
but achieved to different
degrees
Single or multiple
effects, not necessarily
common to alternatives
evaluated

CBA: cost benefit
analysis

Single or multiple
effects, not necessarily
common to alternatives
evaluated

Health-adjusted life
years (usually QALYs)

‘‘Extrawelfarism’’ –
maximizing total health gains
under a resource constraint;
goal can be technical or
allocative efficiency (usually
applying a cost/QALY
benchmark)

Monetary units
(usually WTP)

Economic welfare theory –
maximizing the impact of
health care on overall
well-being; goal: allocative
efficiency

Similarities and differences of commonly used techniques for the comparative economic evaluation of health care programs [6,8,26,43,44,46].
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tion of QALYs is illustrated by studies using shorter intervals such
as quality-adjusted life months
(QALMs) or even quality-adjusted
life days, which have been converted to QALYs by simple multiplication with a factor of 12 (or
365, respectively) [60-62]. A practical example of the potential implications is the evaluation of an
acute pain service [63], that (according to the logic of cost effectiveness, applying a cost per QALY
cost effectiveness benchmark of
£30,000; as adopted by NICE, cf.
below) would have to be considered inefficient if its (total) marginal cost exceeded £164, even if it
(hypothetically) completely eliminated postoperative pain ‘‘as severe as dead’’ over two full days
(with a health state utility weight
w0 = 0.0 compared to w1 = 1.0)2
– irrespective of the fact that only
a small number of patients would
be affected, with the implication
of small to moderate budgetary
impact from a payers’ perspective. As this and other examples
[63-67] show, that reasoning has
been be extended to quality adjusted life days – and by implication, might even be used to calculate quality adjusted life minutes (again, ‘‘QALMs’’). This kind of
arithmetic might well leave policy
makers with QALMs about (the
use of) QALYs (by extrawelfarists)
[68].
Importantly, a growing number of empirical studies reveal
a broad range of ‘‘contextual’’
factors impacting on WTP for
QALY gains. Many of these factors are related to the distinction between preferences people have about their own lives
(‘‘self-regarding’’ or ‘‘personal’’
preferences, which are the fo2 Because an incremental cost of £165
for two days of complete pain relief (in
an otherwise healthy patient) would translate into an ICER of £165/[(1.0-0.0) × (2/365)
QALY] = £30,112.50/QALY gained. If other
conditions than pain after surgery were taken
into account, too, this ICER would necessarily
deteriorate further.
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cus of traditional welfare economics) and those about other
people’s lives (‘‘other-regarding’’
or ‘‘external’’ or ‘‘social’’ preferences [69]). Collectively these
studies cast doubt on the validity of the assumption that health gain maximization (or, for
that matter, maximization of the
utility derived hereof) is indeed
the overriding social objective
[21,22,70,71], thus undermining
the purely efficiency-focused perspective of health economic evaluations [22]. (The extrawelfarist approach also cannot solve
the ethical challenge of how
losers might be compensated,
which was briefly indicated earlier in the context of the Kaldorian hypothetical compensation tests of welfare economics.)
Well-documented ‘‘contextual’’
factors include (but are not limited to) severity of the initial
health state (which is of course
not identical with the improvement achieved by an intervention), the patient’s potential to
benefit from an intervention (i.e.,
no discrimination against people in double-jeopardy, such as
the permanently disabled and
the chronically ill), the number
of patients afflicted with a given
disorder (i.e., the number potentially sharing the benefit), parent
and/or caregiver status, the ‘‘rule
of rescue’’ (i.e., the imperative to
help [visible?] people in urgent
need of intervention), and even
the very role of costs [72] (for review and discussion, see Dolan
et al., 2005 [71], and Richardson
and McKie, 2007 [22]).
Analysts soon realized that, in
the absence of some standardization, the inevitable variety of evaluation approaches would greatly decrease the policy value of
economic analyses. Hence health economists [26,33] as well
as policy makers [33,34] attempted to develop consensus statements on methods [33,35] (cf.
Table 2). These conventions include the use of preference-based

analysis, although it is known that
people often underpredict their
potential to adapt to poor health states [73]. Thus in many cases survey results from community
samples give lower utility weights
compared to patient self-reports
for chronic health problems. Accordingly, the old debate about
whose values should count, and in
particular the question of whether
ex ante decision utility or ex post
experienced utility should enter
meaningful economic evaluation,
finds an echo in extrawelfarism,
with potentially far-reaching normative implications [24,74-76].
Although the methodological and
technical issues associated with
practical cost utility analyses are
not subject of the present paper,
one salient methodological choice
should be mentioned. Health care
expenditures are highly concentrated among a relatively small
number of patients, in whom coexistence of multiple disorders is
rather the rule than the exception
[77-80]. Comorbidity will inevitably reduce the potential to benefit from an intervention, i.e., the
maximum quality of life (utility)
weight that can be achieved; or
conversely, multiple conditions require multiple simultaneous treatments to attain an improved health status, with implications for
resource utilization and (again) incremental cost utility ratios. For
example, Melissa Brown and colleagues (2005, pp. 163ff.) [81] defend the ad hoc convention that
comorbidities should be ignored
in CUAs on three grounds, (1)
to avoid discrimination of the disabled (cf. above), (2) because of
violation of the Americans with
Disabilities Act of 1990, and (3)
because ‘‘an almost infinite number of cost-utility analyses [would
be] required for just one intervention.’’ It is probably for the third
reason given (again: analytical
convenience or, rather, feasibility)
that this convention reflects prevalent practice. Since actual clinical decision-making (like any mea-
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Table 2. International guidelines for economic evaluation.
Issue

Washington Panel
reference case

NICE
reference case

Methodological guidelines

Problem definition

The Panel’s framing
recommendations are kept
separate from its reference
case definition
Existing practice; if not
cost-effective, consider a (a)
best available, (b) viable low
cost, or (c) ‘‘do nothing’’
alternative

Scope from NICE

Usually expected to define
indication, patient
(sub)groups, comparator, and
perspective
Usually common practice
(‘‘f’’); however, somewhat
vague (‘‘existing practice’’,
‘‘common practice’’)

Comparator(s)

Evidence on outcomes

Economic evaluation

Data should be selected from
the best designed (and least
biased) sources that are
relevant to the question and
population under study
Cost-effectiveness analysis
(CEA)

Perspective on
outcomes

All health effects,
encompassing the range of
groups of people affected,
over a time horizon long
enough to capture all
relevant future effects

Perspective on costs

Societal perspective,
long-term using opportunity
cost; excluding indirect
(productivity) costs;
perspective should be
explicitly identified
A real, riskless discount rate
of 3.0% should be used,
complemented by sensitivity
analysis (drawn from 0% to
7%, including 5%)
Univariate sensitivity analysis
as a minimum; multivariate
sensitivity analyses
recommended
Quality-adjusted life years
(QALYs)

Discount rate

Addressing uncertainty

Measure of health
benefits

Source of preference
data for calculation
of utility weights
Health state valuation
method

Description of health
states for calculating
QALYs

Community preferences; if
unavailable, patient
preferences may be used as
an approximation
Quality weights must be
preference-based and
interval-scaled
A generic classification
scheme, or one that is
capable of being compared
to a generic system

Alternative therapies
routinely used within the
NHS; will be defined in the
scope developed by NICE and
will require definition and
justification
Systematic review, with a
preference for quantitative
meta-analysis of randomized
clinical trials data
Cost-effectiveness analysis
(CEA)

All direct health effects on
individuals, whether patients
or others (principally
caregivers); time horizon
should be sufficiently long to
reflect any differences
between the technologies
being compared
National Health Service (NHS)
and personal social services
(PSS)

An annual rate of 3.5% p.a.
on both costs and health
effects
Probabilistic sensitivity
analysis mandatory (or, where
appropriate, stochastic
analysis of patient-level data)
Quality-adjusted life years
(QALYs)

Representative sample of the
public (UK)
Choice-based method (for
example, time trade-off or
standard gamble; not rating
scale)
Using a standardized and
validated generic instrument
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Usually (long-term)
effectiveness, not efficacy;
with a broadly prevailing
preference for data from
randomized clinical trials
Usually cost-effectiveness
analysis (CEA); sometimes
more flexible (including
cost-minimization and
cost-benefit analysis, CBA)
Usually all relevant health
outcomes

Heterogeneous; direct health
care costs only or direct and
indirect (productivity) costs
(‘‘f’’); societal perspective
requested more often in
informal guidelines (‘‘i’’)
Often 5% discount rate (‘‘f’’);
heterogeneous
recommendations from 2.5%
to 10% in informal guidelines
(‘‘i’’)
Sensitivity analysis

Usually including QALYs, with
more flexibility as to other
measures (‘‘f’’, ‘‘i’’), especially
physical units; sometimes
willingness to pay
If QALYs are used, usually
community preferences
If QALYs are used, usually
choice-based method; often
standard gamble and
time-trade off; sometimes
rating scales (!)
Heterogeneous; sometimes
disease-specific instruments
allowed (‘‘f’’)
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Table 2 (Continued ).
Issue

Washington Panel
reference case

NICE
reference case

Methodological guidelines

Equity position

Discussion of roles and
limitations of CEA in
Introductory Chapter
(separate from reference case
definition)
n.a.

Each additional QALY has
equal value

n.a.

Impact on NHS not part of
the decision-making process;
however, required to allow
effective national and local
financial planning

Usually n.a.; Ontario:
products with high budget
impact will need more
rigorous documentation of
cost-effectiveness

Budget impact analysis

For comparison, methodological guidelines may be informal (‘‘i’’; usually academic) or formalized (‘‘f’’; issued by official bodies such as HTA or
pricing and reimbursement agencies) [26,33-35].

ningful measure of social welfare)
is concerned with patients (not
programs) and the benefits conferred to (not by) them, this convention must detach the results
of CUAs from reality. Many utility gains calculated on this basis
will never accrue in real life, highlighting the technocratic nature
of current practice [82] that can
hardly be realigned with a consistent theory of heath economic
evaluation [43,83]. This anomaly
is firmly embedded in the rhetoric
that decisions at the program level
were morally different from bedside decisions [43]; hereby neglecting that, necessarily, any prioritization decision, irrespective of the
‘‘level’’ on which it was originally
made, will ultimately arrive at
the bedside, and here affect concrete patients. Highlighting this issue, German philosopher Weyma
Luebbe [84] provocatively asked,
‘‘Have you ever sat at the deathbed of a statistical life?’’
Historically, development of the
cost-effectiveness framework in
the 1970s was heavily influenced
by decision analysts with operations research backgrounds, who
were striving to transfer methods
used to optimise the efficiency
of manufacturing processes to
the production of health [85].
While these analysts had initially
been puzzled by the apparent absence of an objective function
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for the health care system, they
quickly turned to the assumption that the objective of health
care was to maximize the quantity and quality of life, using (expected) utility theory to measure
the preferences for health outcomes [48,49,85,86]. As George
Torrance (2006, p. 1071 [85]) noted, the underlying ‘‘axioms of decision sciences are certainly designed to be prescriptive. So, for
them, the appropriate test would
be whether or not decision makers wish their decisions to be
consistent with the axioms.’’ A
serious test of that hypothesis
was however never undertaken
by these scholars; instead they
simply asserted that their choices had been the right ones, i.e.,
that the societal value of health
care should be proportional to
the number of patients benefiting from a program and the absolute increase in utility they obtain, and (due to discounting) a
little less than proportional to the
duration of the utility gain, with
the QALY as an appropriate metric to capture the gains (Fig. 3)
[43,48,49,85,86].
This author (MS) emphasized elsewhere that this assumption marks
a striking contrast to the historic social roots of medical care
[20], stated (official) objectives of
policy makers, payers, and providers of health care (virtually all ap-

pealing to some notion of need,
solidarity, sharing, and caring for
others), as well as empirical studies of social preferences discussed earlier (cf. above) [20]. Today, the fundamental premise of
cost utility analysis, i.e., that societies – and policy makers acting
on their behalf – expect health
care to maximize QALYs, must
be considered as empirically falsified [22,71], and by implication
this eliminates the possibility of
a context-independent value of
a QALY [87]. Concordant with
this conclusion, simplistic cost per
QALY rankings have failed to pass
tests of reflective equilibrium, as
exemplified by the low cost per
QALY (viz., high ‘‘efficiency,’’ and
derived from this, putative degree
of social desirability [44,88]) of sildenafil treatment for men with
erectile dysfunction [89].
An interesting post hoc rationalization of the extrawelfarist
proposition was offered by Werner Brouwer and Anthony Culyer ([30], who claimed that an
‘‘especially influential seed’’ helping shape the framework had
been Amartya Sen’s seminal work
on functioning and capability
[37,39]. It was however not before the mid to late 1980s that
specific reference was made by
health economists to Sen’s work
[29,90], and the asserted link
seems difficult to substantiate as
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cost-utility analysis is narrowly
concerned with an optimization
of some health outcome, whereas
Sen’s concept is much broader in
scope, focusing not only on functioning but especially on the extent to which a person is able to
function in certain ways, irrespective of whether the person chooses to do so [39]. Also the list of
ten ‘‘central human capabilities’’
proposed by Martha Nussbaum
[91] exceeded far beyond bodily
health and quality of life. While
the use of a measure of health
gain in cost utility analysis may be
seen as related to Sen’s approach,
its use as the single maximand certainly represents an overly restrictive, reductionist interpretation of
Sen’s ideas [92].
Finally leaving the realm of empirical observations, it should be
mentioned here that the (quasi)
utilitarian perspective underlying

health economic evaluations is
controversial from a normative
perspective as well [37,69,93,94].

Practical application
Still a sizable number of health
economists, especially those who
are heavily engaged in the evaluation of health care programs,
seem to regard the logic of cost
effectiveness (using cost per QALY
benchmarks) as the best currently
available tool for determining the
‘‘value for money’’ provided by
medical interventions. However,
given the brief discussion of some
limitations and critique above, it
can hardly surprise that actual implementation varies greatly across
jurisdictions.

Health Technology
Assessments (HTAs)
Agencies concerned with health
technology assessments (HTAs)

Fig. 5 Efficiency frontier analysis.
Germany’s IQWiG intends to use efficiency frontier analysis to evaluate the cost effectiveness of new interventions, N [108]. Essentially, efficiency frontier analysis reflects
the standard decision rules of cost effectiveness analysis. For example, new interventions F and G are dominated by alternatives C and B, respectively, since the latter provide more benefit for less cost. Intervention E is dominated in an extended sense, because a (linear) combination of interventions B and C would provide more benefit for
less cost. A new intervention Nd would dominate C and, therefore, be considered cost
effective.
The normative interpretation of an extrapolation beyond intervention C (i.e., into the
NE quadrant of the CE plane, cf. dashed line and Figure 1), as suggested by IQWiG,
has sparked controversial debate. IQWiG, insisting on within-indication comparisons
only, proposes to accept a new intervention Ne because of extended dominance over
C, whereas a new intervention D would be considered less efficient and hence be
rejected.
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and/or pricing and reimbursement decisions in many countries,
notably including Australia, Canada, and in Europe the Nordic
countries, the Netherlands, and
the United Kingdom (UK), have
embraced cost effectiveness analysis and the use of QALYs [95,96].
The National Institute for Health
and Clinical Excellence (NICE) probably represents the most prominent example for this. NICE was
established in 1999 as a Special
Health Authority within the UK
NHS. Its mission includes the development of guidance on the
use of new and existing medicines and treatments in the NHS of
England and Wales, on grounds
of their clinical and cost effectiveness. Unlike many other agencies, NICE in effect insists on the
use of QALYs, hence CUA [95,97],
and has adopted a benchmark
in the range of £ 20,000 to £
30,000 per QALY gained to determine acceptability of a technology in the NHS [50,97]. The cost
effectiveness benchmark used by
NICE has been subject to debate, and it has been proposed that NICE should be seeking
(more) systematically for an appropriate threshold rather than
merely assuming one [98-101].
In response to controversies surrounding certain negative cost effectiveness evaluations, NICE subsequently introduced some exceptions from this benchmark
for ‘‘end of life QALYs’’ [102]
and ‘‘ultra-orphan’’ treatments
[103,104].
Yet some other agencies like the
Haute Autorité de Santé (HAS) in
France and the Institute for Quality and Efficiency in Health Care
(Institut für Qualität und Wirtschaftlichkeit im Gesundheitswesen, IQWiG) in Germany – both
having become effective as of
2004, both supporting the mission of promoting efficiency in health care, and both having established health economics departments – have adopted a very
skeptical position towards the use
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of QALYs and have rejected the
use of cost per QALY benchmarks
[105-107]. In an attempt to escape from contentious interpersonal trade-offs, which are inevitably associated with comparisons across therapeutic areas that
use a common yardstick to measure ‘‘benefits’’ (irrespective of the
metric chosen, be it QALYs or
WTP), IQWiG proposed the concept of ‘‘efficiency frontier’’ analysis (see Fig. 5) [108]. Clearly this
approach is not at all without its
own problems, as IQWiG’s legal
mandate is to make recommendations as to appropriate (maximum) pricing of pharmaceuticals
(for reimbursement by the German Statutory Health Insurance),
and this would have to be anticipated to frequently require extrapolation of the efficiency frontier (Fig. 5). The debate about
the appropriate scope of comparative effectiveness research (CER)
in the United States, and in particular the role of economic evaluation in CER, provides for another example of international he-
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terogeneity in the formal use
of health economic evaluations
[109].
At last, the critique presented
here is by no means meant to
imply that current evaluations
are worthless. The dimensions
captured are certainly relevant
ones. Rather, the critique is centered on the overly narrow focus
of currently prevailing paradigms,
in particular the highly restrictive
approach called cost utility analysis, using cost per QALY benchmarks. Key underlying assumptions are probably wrong and may
lead to potentially very misleading recommendations. The suggested implication for policy makers is to remain pragmatic and
withstand demands of a thinly
disguised normative nature for
‘‘consistent’’ or ‘‘rational’’ decision
making as defined by the current framework. Conversely, health economists will need to pay
relatively more attention to the
further development of promising alternative paradigms [6,21,
22,70,92,110-114], as opposed

to the application of algorithms
that are empirically questionable
and grounded in poor theory.
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